Distances from BWS to Scintillators

- Orientation to be corrected if necessary (no impact on supports design or integration)
- Distances and quantities should be confirmed a.s.a.p. to start integration
Status and Questions

- Supports design is based on commercial Norelem tubular connection system
  - Design can be finished in ~ one week.
  - Supports can be assembled within 4..8 weeks.

- 1 or 2 simple parts to be manufactured by CERN.

- We need to define the location and configuration of supports with scintillators a.s.a.p.

- Integration team should be contacted a.s.a.p. to confirm the locations.

- Scintillators manufacturing status and delivery schedule?
  - Machining launched?
  - Wrapping material confirmed?
  - Lead time for scintillators?

- When can we schedule the installation of scintillators in all the machines?